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Does Asymptotic Linearity of the Regression Extend 
to Stable Domains of Attraction?" 
RENATA CIOCZEK-GEORGES AND MURAD S. TAQQU 
Boston University 
C. D. Hardin, Jr., G. Samorodnitsky, and M. S. Taqqu (1991, Ann. Appl. Probab. 
! 582-612) have shown that the regression El-YI X= x] is typically asymptotically 
linear when (X, Y)is an or-stable random vector with ct < 2. We provide necessary 
and sufficient conditions for asymptotic linearity of E[ Y I X + dr = z], where (X, Y) 
is an ~t-stable random vector and g is a random variable, independent of (X, Y), 
such that X+ g is in the domain of normal attraction of X. Asymptotic linearity 
does not always hold even when E[ Y I X= x] is linear. For some distributions of 
dr, the asymptotic rate of El- Y I X + dr = z] fluctuates. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Stable distributions are weak limits of normalized sums of independent, 
identically distributed random vectors. They are indexed by a parameter 
0<~<2 and are Gaussian when ct=2. Their behavior when ct<2, 
however, differs greatly from the Gaussian. For example, if X is an s-stable 
random variable with 0<~t<2,  then E fXIP=oo for p~>cc The stable 
distributions, moreover, are not necessarily symmetric around their median 
when 0< ct <2. 
Suppose that (X, Y) is an or-stable random vector. The regression 
E[ Y I X= x] is linear in the Gaussian case ct = 2 and, as shown by Kanter 
[4-1, it is also linear when (X, Y) is a symmetric vector with 1<~ < 2. 
Hardin, Samorodnitsky, and Taqqu [3] provide the explicit formulas for 
the regression in the general (asymmetric) case and also include the case 
cx ~< 1, where E IYI = oo. They make a Standard Assumption in the case 
~t ~< 1 to ensure that the conditional moment E[  Y I X= x-I exists a.e. (This 
assumption is stated in (2.2) below.) While the regression is not necessarily 
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linear in the general (asymmetric) ase, it is at most asymptotically inear, 
that is, there are real-valued constants k+ and k_ (see (2.3) below) such 
that x-~E[Y I  X=x]~k± as x--+ +~.~ 
Suppose now that the random vector is not stable but in the stable 
domain of attraction. What is the asymptotic behavior of the regression? 
This equation is of importance in applications, where one encounters 
random vectors that belong to the stable domain of attraction more often 
than vectors whose distributions are precisely stable. 
This paper gives an answer to the question in the special case where the 
stable random variable X is perturbed by an independent noise. More 
precisely, we suppose that our vector is (X + d', Y), where (X, Y) is 
s-stable and ~ is a random variable independent of (X, Y), such that 
X+ ~ is in the domain of normal attraction of X. We show that even in 
this special situation and k± 4:0, one cannot generally expect that the 
regression E[Y IX+ ~--x ]  is asymptotically linear: the behavior of 
z JE[YI X+~=z]  as z--. +~ may fluctuate between 0 and k±, even if 
(X, Y) is symmetric s-stable. The asymptotic iinearity of E [Y  IX+ 8 = z], 
it turns out, is equivalent o the statement that the density of X+ ~ is 
asymptotically the same as the density of X. While we provide sufficient 
conditions for the latter, we also give a counterexample with k+ g: 0 where 
the regression is not asymptotically inear. 
The paper is structured as follows. The next section presents definitions, 
assumptions, and the statement of the main results. They are proved 
in Section 3. The last section contains additional remarks and the 
counterexample. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND MAIN RESULT 
Let (X, Y) be an a-stable random vector and g be a random variable 
independent of (X, Y) such that X+g is in the domain of normal 
attraction (DNA) of X, that is, there exist constants b,,, n >t 1, such that 
Z'i'= 1 (X~ + g,.) - b,, ~ist 
n~/, , X as n~,  (2.1) 
where (Xi+g~), i~> 1, are independent copies of (X+d~). Our goal is to 
study the existence and asymptotic behavior of E[ Y I X+ ~'= z-I when 
z ---+ --{- oo. 
i Hardin, Samorodnitsky, and Taqqu [3, p. 592], excluding implicitly the case k_+ = 0, say 
that the regression is alwa),s asymptotically linear. Also, in relation (3.10) of that paper, the 
term U(x)/(xfx~(X)) should be replaced by U(x)/(nfx,(X)). 
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Relation (2.1) is in fact a special case of the classical definition of 
"domain of normal attraction." The denominator,  in the classical defini- 
tion, equals Kn ~/', where K is a positive constant. We suppose K= 1. This 
choice is natural in our context because it expresses the fact that d r is, in 
some sense, a negligible perturbation to the stable random variable X. 
The characteristic function of (X, Y) is 
O(t. r) = Ee i('x +r)') 
exp { - f s :  I t s '+rs2 l ' ( l - i tan(2)  sgn(ts '+rs" ' )F(d~) 
+i(tl~x+rl~r)} if e¢ - l ,  
+i(tl lx+rt~v) } if co=l,  
where F is a finite measure on the circle $2, called the spectral measure, 
and/a x,/~ v are real-valued location parameters. A point on the circle $2 is 
denoted s = (sj, s2). Define also 
1 (Is 
K 0"~ S2 ISl - I F(ds), 2 1 
2 GX 2 
ko= s, In Isjl F(ds), l~, = - -  sl In Isll F(ds). 
• $2 - /l" $2 
To ensure that El, Y] X= x] exists for almost all x, we always assume the 
following in the case a ~< 1 : 
STANDARD ASSUMPTION (cf. Hardin, Samorodnitsky, and Taqqu [3]).  
Assume, when ot <~ 1, that the spectral measure F satisfies 
Is lS l l - "F (ds )<m (2.2) 
2 
for some v > 1 -- cc 
The results of Hardin, Samorodnitsky, and Taqqu [3]  show that the 
regression E l -Y IX ]  = z is linear if 2 = flx~¢; more precisely, 
E[Y IX=z]={ xz -• lax+lav  if ~:/:1, 
xz Xl~ x + # r - ( 2tr x/x ) ko + la I if c t= l .  
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(E [Y IX=z]=xz  when (X, Y) is symmetric ~-stable.) 
E[ Y I X= z ]/z ~ k ±, respectively, where 
x+2 
k+ = 1 +f ix  if fix=/: -1;  
t¢-)~ 
k = 1 - f i x  i f f lx:~ 1; 
As 
k+ =h" if/3x= -1,  c<>_-l, 
k =x  if f ix= 1, c(>~ 1. 
~ "1"- (X) ,  
(2.3) 
Thus, when k± ~ 0 the regression E[ Y IX= z] is asymptotically inear. 
Let f z  and Fz denote respectively the density and the distribution 
function of a random variable (possibly vector) Z. The independence of
(X, Y) and <~ implies 
and 
f 
~ 
fx+ ¢(z) = fx (z  - e) dFx(e) (2.4) 
In addition, 
f 
~ 
fx+ ,~. r(z, Y) = fx.  r( z - ~, Y) dFa(e)" 
zt  
~'lxl = t(c,+aff lxl)) ,  x<O f~'(x)-=[x-:~-'(c2+a2(x)), x>O, (2.5) 
where Cl, c 2 are non-negative constants obtained from the L6vy representa- 
tion of the distribution of X and ai(lxl) --+ 0, Lxl --+ ~,  i= 1, 2. 
We now state the main result: 
THEOREM. Assume that 1" satisfies the Standard Assumption. Then 
1. The regression E[ Y I X+d:=z]  exists a.e., i.e.,for all z such that 
fx+~(z) >0. 
2. I f  there are real numbers k and I such that E [Y  I X = z] = kx  + I for  
a.a. z, then 
E[Y I  X+g=z]=kz  + l -kE[g  l X+g=z] .  
3. I f  k+c2#O,  then E[Y IX+g=z]  is asymptotically linear as 
z---+ ~ iff  fx+,~(z) is asymptotically proportional to fx(z) ,  as z--+ ~.  h7 
particular, 
f x +~(z) ~ czz - ' -  l ~ f x(z) ' (2.6) 
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iff 
as  2"-'*(30. 
Remarks. 
E [Y ]  X+#=z]  ~k + z~ El-Y] X=z]  (2.7) 
1. a(z) ~ b(z) as z ~ ~ means lim: ~ ~_ a(z)/b(z) = !. 
2. A function g(z) is asymptotically linear iff g(z )~ kz as z ---, ~ for 
some 0 :/: k ~ oo. 
3. The condition c2=0 is equivalent to fix = -1 ,  in which case 
fx (x )  = 0 for large x when ~t < 1 and decreases exponentially fast as x ---, oo 
when ct/> 1. 
4. Relation (2.7) makes sense only if both fv (z )  and fx+¢(z )  are 
positive for large enough z. The convolution (2.4) implies that it is enough 
to suppose fx (z )>0 for large enough z. This is the case here because 
c2#0.  
5. The condition k+ =0 implies that E[Y I  X=- ]  grows more 
slowly than z asymptotically (this is the case, for example, when ct > 1 and 
X and Y are independent). The theorem excludes such cases. However, 
Corollary 2.1 shows that when k+ = 0, E [Y  I X+ d" = z] also grows more 
slowly than z, asymptotically. 
6. The proof of the theorem shows that part 3 holds also when 
z~ -~,  with k+ and c2 replaced by k and c~, respectively. 
What happens when relation (2.6) does not hold? 
COROLLARY 2.1. One always has 
_ ~t - -  I 1 
lim sup ./~.+ ~(z) <~ 
:~  ~ C 2 
and, if  c 2 v~ 0, then under the Standard Assumption, 
0 ~< lim inf E [Y  I X+ # = z]/z <~ lim sup E[Y  [ X+ 8 = z] /z  <~ k + 
/f k+ >0,  
O>~lim sup E[Y  I X + # = z ]/z >~ lim inf E[Y  I X + g = z ]/z >~ k + 
/f k+ <0,  
lim El- Y [ X+ # = z]/z  = 0 i f  k+=0.  
This result shows that the independent noise # may add weight to the 
tails of fx .  Consequently, the regression E[Y I  X+#=z]  maly have a 
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fluctuating asymptotic rate but that rate can never be faster than z. This is 
illustrated in Section 4. 
The following proposition gives sufficient conditions for relation (2.6) to 
hold. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose c,_ ~ O. Then each of the following conditions 
is sufficient for (2.6): 
1. f x+,~(z) is ultimately monotone in z. 
2. l im:_ ,  z '+ lP [g>x]=O.  
3. There is an 8o >10 such that for all e > 8o, Fer(e) is differentiable and 
1 
F~.(e) = --;-g-~ t(e), e>eo 
where t(e) --+ O, e --+ oo. 
EXAMPLES. ~' has finite moment of order c~ + 1; ~q is stable with an index 
greater than ~; g has density ]El ~ ~ (log 181) -'~, 6>0,  IE] >8o. 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of Parts 1 and 2 of the Theorem. Note that 
f~- fx+er, v( z, Y) 
E [Y IX+g=z]=j  Y fx  er(z) dy 
= . Y fx+er(z) . fx. r( z -  8, )') dFer(E) dy 
= i, f x ' r ( z -e 'Y )  dr dFer(e) 
-~ .  f~+A: )  " f~(z -E )  " 
=f'~ E[YIX=z-E]fx(z-E-- ) dFer(e), (3.1) 
,_ fx  +er(z) 
because, by formulas (4.5) and (4.9) in Hardin, Samorodnitsky, and Taqqu 
[3], the right-hand side of (3.1) always exists whenever fx  + er(z)> 0. This 
proves that the regression E[Y I  X+~r=z]  exists a.e. Moreover, if 
E[ Y I X = x] = kx + l a.e., then 
I'- fx(z-~) 
f *- fx(Z - E) dEer(e ) =kz+l -k  ~_ e fx+er(z) 
=kz+l -kE[S lX+~=z] .  | (3.2) 
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We now turn to the proof of part 3. The following lemma shows how the 
asymptotic tail behavior of X and X+ d' entails that of ~. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X and ~ be two independent random variables uch that 
X is c~-stable and X + ~ is in the DNA of X. Then 
z~P[I~I >: ]  --,0, :--, oc. 
Proof. X+E in the DNA of X implies that 
Z','=, ~-h, ,  
P~ O, n ~ (~,  
n l/:t 
for appropriate constants b,,, where ~, i e N, are independent copies of ~. 
By the general weak law of large numbers (Lemma 2, p. 257, in Petrov 
[6]) the above limit implies 
i=, P n--rS/~-m,, i >6  --*0, n--.oo, 
for any 6 >0, where m,. is a median of 4In I/', i.e., 
nP[ lg -ml>nL"6]~O,  n~ec ,  
where m is a median of o ~. Thus, also 
x~P[ lg -ml>x] - - ,O ,  x--*oo. 
Since 
[ x] .x'=P[[o~l >x] ~x~P[lN-ml + Iml >.v] ~<.r~P I~-ml >2 
for Iml <x/2, we have proved the lemma. | 
The next proposition provides the key step in proving part 3 of the 
theorem. 
PROPOSmON 3.1. Under the Standard Assumption, 
lira z ~ E lY [  X=z-e] . [ i v (z -E )dF ,~(~)=k + c2. 
Proof. We can always write 
E[Y]  X=x]  =x(k+ +b(x))  
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withb(x )~0,  x~oo andk++b(x)~k , x - - * -oo .  Hence Ib(x)l can be 
bounded by a constant for large Ixl. Moreover, IE[YI X= x] f.v(x)l is 
also bounded (cf. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in Hardin, Samorodnitsky; and 
Taqqu [31). 
It is sufficient o show that for a suitably chosen M, the three integrals 
I, =I z=EEYI X=z-e]fx(z-e) dF~(s) 
Iz--~l <~M 
I2  = f l=-  ~l > M 
13 = flz-,i > M 
z~(z - e) f x(z -- e) dF~(s) 
z~(z -e )  b (z -a ) fx (z -e )dF~(s )  
exist for sufficiently large z and that 
lim I~= lim 13=0, 
.." ~ oo 7.~oo 
lim 12 = C2,  
since then 
f 
oo 
lim z ~ E[Y l  X=z- -e ] fx (z - - s )  dF~(e) 
2400 --OO 
= lim ( I1+k+I2+I3)=k+c2 •
Choose M> 1 large enough that 
la;(x)l < {~,./2 if c;#0, 
- if ci=0, i=1 ,2 ,  
for [xl > M. Suppose, also in the sequel, z > 2M. Then 
II, I ~ sup IEI-YI X=x] fx (x ) . l  z 'P [z -M~g<.z+M]  
Ixl ~< M 
and the right-hand side tends to zero as z --* oo. Moreover, 
[2  = flZ -- el > M 
=I I -~- -n I>M 
z=(z-e) Iz-~l -=-L (c,+aAIz-el))dG(e) 
z ,  
sgn(z - e) (ci + ai(lz - el) dF~(s), 
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where i=  1 or 2 depending on the sign of ( z -e ) .  Note that for e ~< 0, 
for O < e <<. z/2, 
for z /2<e<z-M,  
for z + M < e < 2z, 
and for 2z ~< e, 
z z 
z -e  z+le l  ~1;  
z 
<~ z - z/~2 - 2; 
<z;  
<z ;  
<1.  
Thus the integrand can be bounded by a constant times (1 + z=I [e>z/2] )  
which is integrable w.r.t. F e. 
Now 
I2=I~z/2q-IIz_~I>M,c>zl2 
Since 
lim I~ (c2 +a2(z -e ) )  dF,~(e) 
z ~ cco <<. z12  
= lim I [e <. z/2] (c2 + a2(z - ~)) dFe(e) 
i lim I[e ~< z/2] z ~ = (c2 + a2(z - e)) dFa(e) - -  ~c, .7 ~ el-j 
=C 2 
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and 
f z ,  lim (ci + ai(lz - el) dFs(e)) 
z ~  I z - - r , I>M.E>z/2  
~< iim const I~ z ~ dF~(e) 
z ~ c,~ .> z /2  
= const lim z 'P [e  > z/2] = O, 
we get 
lim 12 = c2. 
Similarly, since Ib(z - e)l < const for Iz - el > M and b(z - e) --* 0 as z ~ oo 
for fixed e < z, we obtain the corresponding assertion for 13. This proves 
the proposition. II 
Proof of  Part 3 of  the Theorem. Note first that whenever fx+8(z )  > 0, 
we have, by (3.1) 
E[YIX+g=z] z-'-' ( i ~ ) 
z fx - -~z)  z= _:_ E lY [  X=z-e3fx (z -e )dFs (e )  . 
(3.3) 
Hence, as z ~ oo, the limit of the left side exists iff the limit of the right side 
does. Thus, if k + c2 :¢- 0, 
exists iff 
lim E[Y I  X+8=z]/z (3.4) 
Z--2--1 
lira (3.5) 
. . . . .  fx+8(z )  
exists. If these limits exist they are either both zero or both nonzero. Thus, 
for asymptotic iinearity of the regression a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion is that the limit in (3.5) be finite and nonzero, i.e., fx+~(z)~ cz - ' -  
as z ~ ~.  To determine the constant c, note that by Theorem 1.2.1(a) of de 
Haan [2]  
lim zfx+~(z)  =~. 
~ 1 -Fx+~(z)  
683/48/1.6 
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Since X+ g e DNA of X, 1 - Fx+8(z) ~ 1 - Fx(z) "~ (c~Jo~) z -% we conclude 
that c = c2. This implies that the limit in (3.4) equals k+,  i.e., 
E [Y  I X+ ~ = z] ~ E[  Y I X= z] as z --+ co. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. II 
Proof of Corollary 2.1. As in Proposition 3.1, 
lim z'+l f fx (z -e )  dF,~(e) 
z~ ~c {~ ~< z/2} ~ {e.>~ 2z} 
=f  lim (c2+a2(z-e))dF~(e)=c2. (3.6) 
The result now follows from 
_~+1 --,~ f~c, fx+,~(z)-  "+ '  fx(z  --e) aFt(e), 
- oo 
and (3.3). II 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Part 1 is a consequence of Theorem 2.7.1(b) of 
de Haan [2]  and the fact that l -Fx+~(z)~(cz/~x)z-% z--+oo (see also 
the Monotone Density Theorem in Bingham et al. [1]).  
For parts 2 and 3, it is sufficient to show 
-~ +l  r fx(Z -- e) dF,~(e) = 0 : -  li.m ,. _/2 < e. < 2: 
(because of (3.6)). 
Part 2 is immediate because fx (z -  e) can be bounded by a constant. 
To establish part 3 choose M > 1 as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 and 
note that for z > 2M, 
; f:+" z ~+E fx(z-~)dF~(e)<-..supfx(x) (z/e) ~+l t(e) de [z - -  c[ <~ M x . -- M 
~<const 2M sup t(x)--*O 
z - -g<x 
as z ~ oo since t(e) --* 0,  e ~ oo .  Similarly, 
z=+'f, fx (Z-e)dFs(e  ) 
. /2<c<. - - -M 
= f (z - e ) - ' -  ' (c2 + a2(z  - e ) ) ( z /e )  ~ + ' t (e)  cle 
. . -12<~<:z -  M 
~<const sup t(x) f. ( z -e )  - ' - I  de 
z /2<x . /2<e.<z  M 
~< const M-"  sup t(x) ~ 0 
z12  < x 
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as z ~ oo. The integral over the interval (z + M, 2z) can be estimated in a 
similar way. | 
4. DISCUSSION AND COUNTEREXAMPLE 
We show in this section that there are random variables 8 such that the 
densities of X and X + o ~ are not asymptotically the same, i.e., for which the 
relation 
lim z=+l fx+e(z )=c  z (c2#0)  (4.1) 
breaks down. We first explain informally why such random variables can 
exist. Lemma 3.1 shows that our assumption that X+ ¢ is in the DNA of 
X merely implies z=P[Io~ I >z] -~ 0, z ~ oo, that is, there exists a function 
h such that 
Fs(e )=~l -e -~ 'h(e )  for e>O, 
(lel -" h(e) for e<O, 
(4.2) 
and O<h(e)~0,  lel ~ ~.  Let us analyze the possible behavior of such 
functions h. Note first that I~1-= h(~) is nonincreasing for ~>0 and non- 
decreasing for e < O. Moreover, for e > O, 
dF~(e) = ae ~- th(~) & - e -  ~ dh(e). (4.3) 
The first term in the right-hand side of (4.3) does not affect the relation 
(4.1) because of part 3 of Proposition 2.1. Let us consider the second term 
which involves dh. Since h is not necessarily monotone, we focus separately 
on its rates of increase and decrease. We first show that our assumption 
"X+ ~' is in the DNA of X" implies that the rate of increase causes no 
problems. 
The monotonicity of e- 'h (e)  gives x- 'h(x)>1 y - 'h (y )  for x < y, that is, 
x - ' (h (x )  - h(y))  >t (y - "  - x -~)  h(y) 
and hence 
h(x) - h(y)  >1 
(x - , -y  -~) 
X-~ h(y) 
_~. mXCt 
ct(y - x) ct(y - x) 
- -  h (y )  (x+O(y_x) )~+ I h(y)>~ x 
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for 0 < 0 < 1, that is, 
h(y) - h(x) <~ cth(y) 
ymx X 
This last relation provides a bound on the rate of increase of h, of a type 
similar to the first term in the right-hand side of (4.3). Therefore the rate 
of increase of h does not affect (4.1). 
Since the condition "X+ g is in the DNA of X" does not seem to control 
the rate of decrease of h, we focus on (4.1) instead. That relation implies 
Za + I f lz  ~;[<M Jx(Z--I~)dFg(~')-'-I'O' 
Using (4.3), we get 
Z ""~ O0. 
_,+l f fx (z -a )e -~dh(e)~O,  z~oo.  (4.4) 
I-7 -- ~l < M 
Since fx (x ) i s  unimodal with support on ( -~ ,  +oo) if f ix# +1 [7], it can 
be bounded from below for Ix[ < M. (flx¢: -1  is our standard assumption. 
For convenience we also assume here fix #1 although the argument can 
easily be modified to cover this case as well.) Therefore (4.4) implies 
z(h(z-M)-h(z+M))=z f dh(e)~O, z--*oo. (4 .5 )  
I : -~ I<M 
This tells us that the rate of decrease of h must be of order o(1/z) as z ---, 
if we want (4.1) to hold. 
Part 3 of Proposition 2.1 is one way to ensure that this is the case. The 
condition in part 3 is satisfied, for example, if h(x)= (log x) -~, x>~xo, 
5 > 0 or if g has a stable distribution with parameter ~' > 0c 
To provide a counterexample, we choose a nonincreasing h, whose rate 
of decrease (through jumps) is 1/(log z) 2 at infinitely many z's. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE (where relations (2.6) and (2.7) fail). Suppose 
ili,,z, , h,z,, 
G(z)  = - 
{,1 - -  (1/Izl =') h(z ) ,  
z<- -1  
- - l~z<l  
l~z ,  
where 
1 
h(z) - log 10 2u'+ 11' 102"~<z < 1020'+1), rt=O, 1, 2 .... 
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and 
1 
h(z) log 1020 '+ t) '  - -  10 2("+ 1)~<,7 < - -10  2", n=0,  1, 2 . . . . .  
It is easy to see that (1/nl/~')Y':/= 1 ~ e,o, n---~zo, where ~ are i.i.d. 
random variables with the distribution function Fe. Indeed, the weak 
convergence in this case is equivalent to the conditions 
n 'P [ lg I>n]~O,  n--.oe, (4.6) 
and 
n ~ IE~I[l~l<~n]~O, n---,~ 
(adapt the proof of Theorem 6 of Petrov [6, p. 262], using the Toeplitz 
lemma (Lo+ve [5, p. 250]) instead of the Kronecker lemma). The first 
condition is, of course, satisfied because of the form of F,~(z) and the 
second one follows from the symmetry of Fs(z). 
Now let X be an a-stable random variable with/~x # -+ 1 and o ~ a random 
variable, independent of X, with distribution F~. Then X+g is in the 
DNA of 3(. Now let (X, Y) be an a-stable random vector independent of 
and such that E[ Y IX= z] exists and is linear (e.g., (X, Y) is symmetric 
a-stable). Then E[Y IX+g=z]  exists a.e., but is not asymptotically 
linear, in the sense that there is a subsequence {z,, n ~> 1 } such that 
lim E[YI  X+g=z,]/z,=O. (4.7) 
To see this, we show 
.+  f~.+~. ( . , , )=  ~,  lim z,, 1 
2n~ 92. 
or merely. 
f 
,-'n + ,M 
lim . -~+l .  fx (z , _~)dFe(e)=~ 
for some M> 1. Take z .= 10 2", n>~n o, such that 
102(,, - I) < 102n __ M = z. - M < 10 2" < 7. n + M = 102" + M < 102(" + l) 
The function fx (z . -e )  for Iz.-~l < M can be bounded from below. Thus 
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f 
Zn + M 
- '+'  fx(z ,  -e )dFe(e  )n 
Zn- -  M 
f 
=n+ M 
>1 const 
zn- -  M 
a+l  = const z,, (Fe(z . + M) - Fe(z, , -  M))  
( = const(102") 2 + 1 ( lO 2" - Mp log( 102") - ( 102" + M' 
= const(102,,)~ + l ( 1 
( 102" _ M) ~ 
+ const( 102")" + ' ( log 1-102, , 
e2M 
=c°nst( lOZ"P+J (102"+M-2OMy +j log 1021"+ll 
+const(102,,)~+l 1 ( !  1 ) 1 
210g10 n+l  (102" -M)  ~ 
2ctM 1 
= const 
(1 +(1 -20)(M/102")) "+l log 102t'+ l~ 
1 1 
+ const 102" 
2 (n+ 1)nlog 10 (1 -M/102" )  ~" 
, ) 
) ~ log 1020'+ j) 
1 ) 1 
(102"+M)  ~ log 10 2(''+1) 
1)  1 
log 102°'+11 ( lO2" -M)  ~ 
The first term tends to zero when n ~ oo, but the second one tends to 
infinity. Here F e is not absolutely continuous, and, moreover, the size of 
the jump at 102" is 
h( 102n- ) -- h( 102"+ ) = - -  1 1 
log 102n log 10 2('+ I) 
1 1 
= m 
2n(n + l ) log lO (n+l ) log102 ' '  
which is of order h(z,,)/log(z,) >> 1/z,,. 
It is easy to choose another sequence 
2z',< 1021"÷ II, e.g., , ~',, --49.102'') so that 
{z'.} (such that 10 2" < z'./2 < 
1 s lim .-'~+,, fx+e(z , )=c2 .  
. -n~ oo 
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Thus, if k + > 0, 
E[Y I  X+ d '=z]  E[Y I  X+o~=z]  
0 = l im inf < l im sup - k +, 
if k + < 0, the l im inf is k + and the l im sup is 0. 
Remark.  The construct ion  of the counterexample  is based on the idea 
that  F~ has "signif icant" jumps  at some "rare"  points.  One can also 
construct  a discrete Fer with P [#= +__z,,] =p, ,  n= +1,+__2 ..... to achieve 
the same effect. Choose  two sequences { p,, },,~> j and {z,,},,>~ j of posit ive 
numbers  satisfying 
k=l  P" = 2 '  
p,, = Z,]- ~/(Z,,), l (x)  ~ 0 as x ~ oo, 
where 1 is a s lowly vary ing funct ion ( tending to 0 at oo), and 
z , ,~ae  b', a, b>0,  n~> 1. (4.8) 
Then it is easy to check that  
P[# >1 z,,] = Pk -~ (e ' )  - ~ l(e x) dx 
k =n i 
I¢,n --net t! - ~t - ~t = ~' u -~- t l (u )du~e l(e )~z , ,  l (z , , )=o(z , ,  ), 
so (4.6) holds. However ,  
~ n + M f zn  + g ~a+l  l im ~-~+' , ,  fx (z , , -~)dF~(~)>~const  l im ,,, 
n ~ ~ -n  - -  M n ~ oo #zn  - -  M 
and hence (4.7) ho lds as well. 
dF,(~) 
const  l im -~ + lp .  = oo, ~ n 
t l~  o'2_ 
Note added in proof The Standard Assumption can be replaced by the following weaker 
one: 
When ct < 1, assume 
Is is l l - i t -  :lr(ds) < oo, 
l 
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and, when at = 1, assume 
- fs In Istl F(ds)<oo. 
2 
This ensures that the conditional expectation E[Y IX=x ] exists a.e. when a~<l. For 
justification, refer to: 
a. CIOCZEK-GEORGES, R., AND TAQQU, M. S. (1992). How do conditional moments of stable 
vectors depend on the spectral measure? Preprint. 
b CIOCZEK-GEORGES, R., AND TAQQU, M. S. (1993). Necessary conditions for the existence of 
conditional moments of stable random variables. Preprint. 
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